202	Notes
7. Sancho : Sancho Panza, the famous attendant of Do'
Quixote.
10. Shandean : a reference to Tristram Shandy, but the sense
in which Hazlitt uses the word is not clear. He may meat
' cheerful contentment' which is the atmosphere of the book
or he may refer to the wandering, flitting, inconsecutive waj
hi which the book is written.
12. Procul, 0 procul . . , : (Latin) ' Far, far from us be all
scoffers! ' A formula used by Homan priests.
20.    West Eiding :   part of Yorkshire.
22.   breaks no squares : is not quarrelsome.
27. abstraction: i.e. abstracted, removed from his ordinary life,
page 170. 6. unhoused condition : Othello, I. ii. 26.
 7.	incognito :  literally   f unknown ' ;  a  prince  will  conceal
his identity and travel about as if he were a private person ;
he is then said to travel * incognito }.
 8.	lord of one's-self ; from Dryden's * Epistle to my Honoured
Kinsman, John Driden '.
15. the score : the bill; as used below (scores) it implies
injuries, and is used in the phrase * paying olf old scores '*
page 171.   1.   Witham-common :   is   in    Somerset;   for   the
metaphysical problem, see ' My First Acquaintance with Poets *„
5. the Cartoons: of Ilaphael, ' cartoons ' being sketches
(usually in chalk) for a painting, Gnbclin was a French engraver*
and the set of prints was published in 1707 while the engraver
was living in England,
8. Westall : forgotten English painter ; Hazlitk once studied
to be a painter, and was always a critic of painting.
14)~15. Paul and Virginia ; the title of a very popular French
novel by Bernardin de Saint Pierre.
17-18. Madame D'ArUay : better known as Miss Barney, the
authoress of the novel Evelina, Camillar written twenty years
later, was much less successful.
19. New Eloise ; the romance by Bousseau, Heading it was^
such an important event in ITazlitt's life that he gives us the
exact "date and circumstances. The passage referred to is a
description of mountain scenery.

